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Direct measurement of ion evaporation kinetics
from electrified liquid surfaces
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Yale University, Department of Mechanical Engineering, New Haven, Connecticut 06520-8286

~Received 6 April 1999; accepted 10 April 2000!

When concentrated solutions of NaI in formamide with electrical conductivitiesK larger than 1.1
S/m are electrosprayed from a Taylor cone-jet in a vacuum, ions are evaporated at substantial rates
from the surface of the meniscus and the drops. This constitutes a new source of ions and
nanoparticles, where the relative importance of these two contributions is adjustable. The currents
of ions are measured independently from those associated with drops by a combination of stopping
voltage analysis and preferential scattering in a gas background. The magnitudeE of the electric
field at the surface of the drops and at the apex of the cone-jet is controlled through the electrical
conductivityK of the liquid and its flow rateQ through the jet.E is related through available scaling
laws for Taylor cone-jets to the ratiosK/Q or I /Q, whereI is the current of drops emitted by the
jet. Ion currents are very small or null at typicalK/Q values used in the past. A relatively small
initial ion current is attributed to a few particularly sharp features present, perhaps associated with
small satellite drops. At still higherK/Q this first ionization source saturates, and ion evaporation
from the main drops begins to dominate (E;1 V/nm). E can then be determined with little
ambiguity, and the associated ion current is also measured over a broad enough range of electric
fields to determine the ionization kinetics. At still higherK/Q the ion current from the drops
approaches saturation, and ion evaporation directly from the meniscus becomes dominant. The total
spray current then presents the anomaly of increasing rapidly at decreasing liquid flow rate. The ion
current from the meniscus can also be measured in this regime over a broad range ofK/Q, with
qualitative agreement with the ionization measurements from the drops. But the relation established
betweenK/Q andE becomes suspect because ion and drop currents are now comparable. A third
approach to infer the ionization rate is based on the related disappearance of Coulomb explosions of
the drops above a criticalK/Q. These results are congruent with the model of Iribarne and
Thomson, with an activation barrier for ion evaporation equal to 1.7 eV2(e3E/4pe0)1/2. © 2000
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!70126-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of ion evaporation from charged liq
surfaces is of considerable interest in many areas of scie
and technology. It is most widely exploited to produce g
phase ions from the enormous variety of those form
naturally1 ~or electrochemically2! in organic solvents.3 As in
conducting solids,4 ion evaporation from liquids is activate
by surface electric fields in excess of 1 V/nm.5–7 But a liquid
surface is not easily forced into a prescribed shape, a d
culty compounded by its natural instability in the presence
high electric fields.8,9 Hence, while a great variety of ion
have been seen to form from the surface of charged org
liquids, no study has succeeded yet at characterizing
shape and electric fieldE present in the liquid surface, to
gether with the associated ion evaporation currentI i . To do
so is our goal here.

While earlier studies have successfully determined
electric fieldE on a liquid surface and inferred the associa
ion currentI i indirectly, our present aim is to measureI i and
E directly. Both tasks are relatively involved. The means
fix E are described in Sec. II. It is based on the fact that
curvature and surface charge density on the meniscus an
drops created by Taylor cone-jets~Fig. 1! are known ap-
8150021-9606/2000/113(2)/815/18/$17.00
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proximately, and may be finely controlled through the ele
trical conductivityK of the liquid and its flow rateQ through
the jet @Fig. 1~b!#. Not many electrolytes are available wit
which Taylor cones supporting electric fields in the range
1 V/nm can be created in a vacuum. Hence, the identifica
of formamide~Sec. II C! as one such substance greatly f
cilitates reaching our goals. The experimental system use
described in Sec. III. Measurement of the ionization curr
is relatively simple, because the large disparity in mass
tween ions and spray drops allows their ready separation
scattering of the ions in a background gas. However, dis
guishing the ions generated from the drops from those or
nating simultaneously from the meniscus requires the
tailed data analysis of Sec. IV.

Two types of indirect experimental studies on ion evap
ration have been undertaken previously. In the first, the
quired surface field is achieved through the evaporation o
cloud of charged drops produced by atomizing a liqu
sample.5,10,11The ion current globally released from this mi
is measurable in principle. But the radii~and charges! of the
drops from which ions emanate evolve too fast and are
small ~,20 nm! to be monitored. Furthermore, it is not po
sible to determine which among the many coexisting d
© 2000 American Institute of Physics
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charges and radii present in the spray are responsible fo
observed ions. Nonetheless, examination of the solid r
dues remaining after complete drop evaporation has prov
valuable information on the magnitude of these fieldsE
;1 – 3 V/nm), which has been generally interpreted as s
porting the essence of the ionization model of Iribarne a
Thomson.6,7 The ionization current was inferred in Ref.
from some general assumptions on the high steepness o
current versus electric field curve~leading to an approxi-
mately constant electric field on the surface of io
evaporating drops! and from the calculated solvent evapor
tion rate. The reduction of the activation energy for i
evaporation,GE(E), could then be measured as a function
the electric fieldE. For liquids with high dielectric constan
~e@1! and drop diameters much larger than 1 nm, it w
found to be in close agreement with a slightly modified fo
of the polarization potential model of Iribarne and Thomso

GE~E!5~e3E/4pe0!1/2. ~1!

A second approach has relied on the formation of Tay
cones under vacuum. Their tip curvatures and associ
fields are known to span many orders of magnitude, depe
ing mainly on the electrical conductivityK of the liquid.
Hence, Taylor cones of liquid metals (K;106 S/m) tend to
emit mostly single metal ions.12 Taylor cones of exception

FIG. 1. Liquid meniscus and spray of charged drops in atmospheric air.~a!:
tributyl phosphate (Q510 nl/s, K50.033 S/m).~b!: detail of the apex re-
gion for ethylene glycol (Q51.28m l/s, K52.2531025 S/m).
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ally conducting electrolytes such as SO4H2 (K;10 S/m) ap-
pear to yield primarily solvated ions,13 although this situation
has been investigated only to a very limited degree. Conc
trated salt solutions in glycerol (K;1022 S/m) emit mostly
micrometer and sub-micrometer drops. But, when driven
der very high voltages~;15 kV rather than;3 kV! with
hundreds of individual Taylor cones on the rim of the supp
capillary electrode, they do also yield measurable quanti
of ions and clusters.14,15 But not enough is known on this
high-voltage regime for the magnitude of the field and t
ionization surface to be predictable.

A single Taylor cone in a vacuum provides a simp
way to measure the current of field-evaporated ions,
hence investigate directly the kinetics of this phenomen
But this approach must face the difficulty of determining t
geometry and the distribution of fields on the drops and
cone tip, with radii of curvatures in the range of 10–20 n
Several electron microscope studies have already exam
the shape of liquid metals tips,12 and observed radii of cur
vature in the nanometer range.12a However, no control of the
magnitude of the surface electric field has been achieved,
is unlikely to be achieved with liquid metals.16 The reason is
that, for all known metals and all attainable experimen
conditions, their electrical conductivity is large enough
make the Taylor cone effectively equipotential down to t
tip,12b,c with curvatures large enough for ion evaporation
always be dominant.12

Organic liquids offer the large advantage over liqu
metals that the surface electric fieldE can be controlled in
their Taylor cones through its dependence onK, which can
itself be varied widely through the electrolyte concentratio
E can also be controlled through the dependence of the
curvature on the flow rateQ of liquid pushed through the
cone, which in this case develops into a jet, and then bre
into drops@spray in Fig. 1~a!#. This freedom is in fact the key
to the present investigation, where the measurement of
ion currentI i as a function of the variablesK andQ will be
converted into the desired ionization kinetics curveI i(E).

II. CONTROLLING THE ELECTRIC FIELD IN THE V Õnm
RANGE

This section addresses two key difficulties that have h
dered controlling the electric field on the surface of a liqu
in the range of 1 V/nm. The link between controllable va
ables in Taylor cone-jets and the corresponding elec
fields in the meniscus and the spray drops is establishe
Secs. II A and II B. For readers wishing to skip the full a
gument, it is enough to know that the quantitiesEk and EI

defined in Eqs.~5a! and~5b! multiplied by suitable factors of
the order of 1 are the appropriate fields present on the
niscus and the drops respectively. Section II C discusses
physical properties required for a liquid to be able to acc
the V/nm range, and proposes formamide as a suitable
vent.

A. The electric field in the cone-jet

Several recent experimental and theoretical investi
tions on the scaling laws of cone-jets have clarified the
pendence of the meniscus geometry and surface charg
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liquid properties and the variablesQ andK. The electric field
E normal to the surface of a Taylor cone has long be
known to be given by the local radiusR and semi-anglea
~49.29°! of the cone, the surface tensiong of the liquid and
the electrical permittivity of vacuume0 :17

E52@g cosa/~e0R!#1/2. ~2!

This field increases as the apex is approached from the
side, but not without limit, because the cone eventually
generates into a jet. In the far downstream region of the
most of the current travels by convection, and the elec
field inside the liquid is much smaller than outside. T
charge densitydq/dx per unit axial length is hence the rat
I /U between the jet current and its speed, so that Gauss’
gives the normal electric field as

E5RI/~2Qe0!, ~3!

which also increases as the apex is approached from th
side. The maximum electric field normal to the surface m
therefore occur somewhere in the transition region betw
the cone and the jet. There, Eqs.~2! and~3! become compa-
rable, so thatR3;8 cosagQ2e0 /I2, andE3;gI cosa/(e0

2Q).
We therefore introduce the characteristic electric field and
radiusEI andRI :

RI[~8gQ2e0 /I 2!1/3; ~4a!

EI[@gI /~e0
2Q!#1/3. ~5a!

These quantities are based on the readily measurable s
current~subscriptI!. Approximate experimental scaling law
available for this current show that18–20

I 5F~e!@gKQ#1/2, ~6!

where the quantityF(e) has been measured for a number
liquids with dielectric constantse ranging from 9 to 200, and
takes in all cases values of order unity. This result is a
confirmed by theory,18,21 though not yet with the numerica
analysis required at the apex region to give precise values
the functionF(e). Inserting Eq.~6! in the expression forRI

and EI , one finds characteristic valuesRK and EK for the
radius of curvature and electric field in the region of ma
mum electric field:

RK[@e0Q/K#1/3; ~4b!

EK[
g1/2K1/6

e0
2/3Q1/6 , ~5b!

now based on the electrical conductivity of the liquid rath
than the jet current~subscriptsK!. The valueRK arrived at in
Eq. ~4b! is found experimentally to be closely related to t
mean diameter̂ Dd& for the drops into which the je
breaks,22,19,20

^Dd&5G~e!RK , ~7!

where the proportionality constantG(e) is also a quantity of
order one for all values of the dielectric constante for which
data are available.RK is also easily interpreted as acharge
relaxation length, or the characteristic cone radiusR where
the fluid dynamic time;R/U;R3/Q becomes comparabl
with the electrical relaxation timee0 /K.23,18 Interestingly,
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this determination ofRK is independent of the scaling law fo
the current. Hence, the characteristic fieldEK is just Taylor’s
field Eq. ~2! when R is the charge relaxation length. Thi
together with the fact that the current associated to surf
convection at the point of maximum field is still sever
times smaller than the total spray current, makesEK a more
natural variable thanEI to describe the maximum electri
field on the meniscus. Alternatively,EI is probably more
appropriate to describe the characteristic field in the final
region. We shall see in Sec. II B thatEI provides also the
right scale for the electric field on the surface of the drop

We note also that some authors reject the notion that
drop radius scales asRK , in spite of the available experimen
tal evidence.19,20,22This disagreement is a theoretical refle
tion of the perception that fluid inertia may become impo
tant in the jet region, whereupon the jet radius could dep
also on the fluid densityr through the flow rate parameterh,

h2[
rKQ

gee0
. ~8!

These refinements are, however, of minor relevance for
present task, since they involve multiplication by small po
ers of the quantityh, which is itself of order unity. Hence
the same data on mean drop diameter^Dd& which for Refs.
22 and 19 are proportional toRK , appear also as approx
mately proportional toRKh1/3 when graphed by Ref. 24. In
any case, inertia is negligible in the apex region, where
have just seen that the maximum electric field arises. T
status ofEK as the appropriate variable to describe fie
evaporation from the meniscus is therefore not affected
these subtle disagreements. For the time being we will
either EI or EK as alternative measures of the maximu
electric field,Emax on the meniscus surface:

Emax[w I~e!EI[wK~e!EK , ~9!

where the value of the proportionality coefficientsw and
their dependence on the dielectric constant remain to be
termined either by theory or experiment. An approxima
lower bound forw may be given from the condition thatEmax

exceeds the value of the fieldEj near the end of the jet, given
from Eq. ~3! for R5Rj . But Rj is known experimentally to
be given approximately by the most probable drop rad
divided by 1.89,25 very much as in the Rayleigh breakup
uncharged jets. Making use also of the scaling laws for
drop diameter and the jet current we may rewrite Eq.~3!
particularized atR5Rj as

Ej;
F~e!G~e!

431.89
EK . ~10!

For the case of formamide, Chen and Pui19 report data which
imply that F(e)52.34, G(e)53.84, so thatEj51.19EK ,
giving the approximate lower bound

wK~111!.1.19. ~11!

The scaling law for the current may also be used to give
approximate relationEI /EK5@F(e)#1/3. For the case of for-
mamide, this leads to the approximate ratios:

EI /EK5wK /w I;1.33. ~12!
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Cherney’s first order corrections to Taylor’s field yields
maximum for the field in the near apex region of the cone21b

His results imply too low a value forwK in the case of
formamide, perhaps because his computed maximum is
cated too close to the apex region for the analysis to h
The scaling Eq.~5b!, however, is preserved in Cherney
work. In any case, except for an unknown multiplying fac
of order unity, Eqs.~5a!, ~5b! provide suitable scales for th
strength of the electric field in terms of the easily measu
macroscopic quantitiesK, Q and I. Pending future determi
nation of w by either electron microscopic observations
numerical work, the present study will be based on cont
ling the surface electric fieldE via the variablesQ andK, and
will use the incomplete but quantitative measuresEK andEI

for its value.

B. The electric field on the surface of the drops

The total ion current originating from the drops cann
exceed the current emitted by the jet in the form of dro
Furthermore, the net charge and surface electric field on
ion-evaporating drop decay in time. Hence, due to the st
dependence of the ionization rate on the field, the ion cur
from the drops will be at most a small fraction of the to
drop current~say 10%!. Another important difference be
tween ion evaporation from the meniscus and from the dr
is that the first process can modify the magnitude of the t
spray current@given by Eq.~6! in the absence of ion evapo
ration from the cone-jet#, while the second cannot. The re
son is that the spray current is determined by elec
hydrodynamic processes occurring in the meniscus,
cannot be modified by whether or not the drops evapo
some ions after the break-up of the jet.

In a problem where the ionization rate has such a st
variation with E, the maximum field is more relevant tha
the average field that could be constructed in terms of
mean drop charge and diameter. An upper bound forE fol-
lows from the fact that the maximum charge on a drop
diameterDd must be smaller than the Rayleigh chargeqR :

q<qR[p~8ge0Dd
3!1/2. ~13!

Furthermore, the ratio of charge over volume for the dro
produced from a given cone-jet is narrowly distribut
around a mean value nearly equal to the ratioI /Q:26,27

q5
pDd

3

6

I

Q
. ~14!

For a given spray~fixed K, Q, andI!, these two expression
establish the following upper bounds~involving only mea-
surable quantities! for both the drop diameter and its surfa
field:

Dd<3.3RI ; ~15!

Ed<1.1EI . ~16!

Notice that I must be based on the current carried by
drops initially produced, and should therefore exclude
current of ions emitted directly from the jet~but not from the
drops!.
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Two final remarks are in order regarding potential pro
lems associated with the use of Eq.~16! to represent the
actual maximum field on the drop surface. First, the up
bound found is approached provided only that some of
spray drops reach the Rayleigh limit, which does not alwa
happen in electrosprays, particularly not near the minim
flow rate in moderately conducting solutions.28 But the pres-
ence of such drops in the spray can be inferred directly~via
stopping potential measurements; Sec. IV D! from the occur-
rence of in-flight Coulomb explosions. We will therefore b
able to establish that for all the formamide sprays used in
work, if they are spherical, some of the drops do reach th
limiting condition Eq.~14!, so that the maximum field on th
drop surface is actually given by the right hand side of E
~16!:

~Ed!max51.1EI . ~17!

A second problem with the reasoning leading to Eq.~17!
is that it takes the drop to be spherical. But the drop is
spherical at birth. Rather, it originates on the breakup o
cylindrical jet, which, in Rayleigh’s theory for uncharge
liquids has a length some nine times greater than its rad
This sausage-shaped fragment must initially have a field c
siderably larger in its polar region than that for a sphere w
the same charge and volume, and a comparably smaller
on its cylindrical surface. Ion evaporation will hence occ
first from the endpoints and, once the two polar regions h
relieved themselves of excess charge, they will stop eva
rating ions. The drop will then undergo several oscillatio
during which the curvature in the equatorial region will p
riodically approach that of a sphere. Eventually the wh
drop will become spherical after having dissipated its int
nal kinetic energy. During the initial nonspherical phase,
though there is little rearrangement of net charge, the dis
bution of electric fields will be very close to that of
conducting drop due to the high dielectric constant of form
mide and to the short times associated to polarization of
solvent. One could certainly undertake the exercise of co
puting the time dependent distributions of fields on this
cillating drop, to infer from them the total ionization curre
versus time. However, it is clear that this field will be repr
sented by that on the final spherical drop, times a cer
geometric factorws of the order one. The characteristic su
face field inferred in Eq.~17! for a strictly spherical shape i
therefore not exactly equal to the maximum field on the d
surface, very much as with the quantityEK used as a mea
sure of the field on the tip of the meniscus. In spite of th
unfortumate fact, pending a future numerical determinat
of ws , we shall provisionally proceed as if Eq.~17! were
exact.

C. A working fluid to create fields EÈ1 VÕnm in
vacuum

A second factor which has hindered a direct measu
ment of the kinetics of ion evaporation has been the lack
a liquid suitable to form Taylor cones in vacuum while bei
also capable of providing sufficient electrical conductiviti
to reach the required strengthEK;1 V/nm. High values ofK
require high dielectric constants and moderate viscosity
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efficients. Yet, most liquids having such characteristics
too volatile for stable operation in a vacuum. The vast m
jority of published vacuum studies on Taylor cones of
ganic liquids have used glycerol heavily doped with sa
But the very high viscosity of this liquid is associated wi
small ionic mobilities and hence with electrical conductiv
ties smaller than 0.05 S/m~a 19.3% solution by weight o
NaI in glycerol has an electrical conductivity of 0.02
S/m!.29 The only report we know of a substance other tha
liquid-metal leading to the evaporation of high currents
ions is for sulfuric acid.13 This behavior corresponds clear
to a situation where the electrical conductivity is already
high (K;10 S/m) for the transition between negligible
measurable ionic currents to be observable. Under these
ditions, the scaling laws Eqs.~4!–~7! cannot be expected t
hold.

Determining the appropriate range of electrical cond
tivities at which this transition would be capturable requir
using not only Eq.~5b! with a valueEK;1 V/nm, but also
some information on the minimum flow rateQmin(K) at
which a stable Taylor cone may be formed with a liquid
given electrical conductivity. This point has been addres
in Ref. 18, with the conclusion that the grouph defined in
Eq. ~8! is generally comparable to unity. Substituting th
criterion into Eq.~5b! with typical values for formamide, one
finds that electrical conductivities in the range of 1.3 S/m
required. This estimate therefore fits the experimental ob
vations already mentioned showing that glycerol solutions
well as sulfuric acid are both either too far below or abo
the range sought.

The present study will be based on formamide, the o
solvent we know that can span the desired conductivity ra
and is sufficiently involatile to form a stable Taylor cone in
vacuum. Its physical properties are shown in Table I.30 It
dissolves alkali halide salts at concentrations above 1 M
nonnegligible evaporation rate from the meniscus surf
can be made relatively unimportant by supporting the Tay
cones on micro-needles carefully tapered to a tip diamete
some 20mm.

The concentration and the measured electrical cond
tivity and surface tension of the solutions studied are sho
in Table II. Note that the name of the solution conveys
formation on its electrical conductivity. The magnitudes
EI andEK used are based on these quantities.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Setup

The basic setup used in this study is shown in Fig. 2. T
liquid to be sprayed was driven through a fused silica l
~15 or 20 mm internal diameter, Polymicro Technologie

TABLE I. Physical properties of formamide.r5density;m5viscosity coef-
ficient; g5surface tension;p0(T) vapor pressure.

e ~20 °C!
r ~20 °C!
~kg/m3!

m ~20 °C!
~kg m21 s21!

g ~20 °C!
~N/m!

p0 ~129.4 °C!
~Pa!

p0 ~20 °C!
~Pa!

111.0 1133.4 0.003 764 0.0583 3960 ;1.9
e
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Inc., Phoenix, Arizona!, from a glass reservoir containing th
liquid solution, into the electrospray chamber. The end of
silica line supporting the liquid meniscus was sharpened
a cone and made conductive by deposition of a thin tin ox
film. The liquid reservoir pressure relative to the electrosp
chamber was varied using a mechanical vacuum pump
pressurized CO2. It was measured with a mercury manom
eter. For each liquid solution, a calibration curve~straight
line! was constructed relating this pressure drop through
silica line and the flow rate. The chamber was connec
through a valve to a turbomolecular pump forepump syste
as well as to a controlled leak of CO2. This allowed continu-
ously varying the pressure from 1025 Torr up to 1 Atm, as
measured with an ion gauge, a MKS Baratron type 12
pressure transducer, or a mercury manometer.

Figure 3 shows the electrode arrangement used to
form stopping potential measurements of electrospray dr
and ions. These measurements are carried out by fixing
voltage difference between the needle and the extractor~to
fix the cone structure! while keeping the collector at ground
One then sweeps over the voltage difference between
needle and the collector by varying the extractor volta
Occasionally a fourth piece, referred to here as ‘‘the len

TABLE II. Characteristics of the solutions used in this study.

Solution
Concentration of NaI

~M!
Conductivity K

~S/m! g ~22 °C! ~N/m!

F02 0.10 0.21~21 °C!
F03 0.17 0.31~21 °C!
F07 0.50 0.71~21 °C! 0.0587
F11 1.00 1.12~21 °C! 0.0595
F14 1.50 1.42~21 °C! 0.0601
F16 2.00 1.67~21 °C! 0.0609
F22 3.00 2.20~27 °C! 0.0618

FIG. 2. Experimental setup.
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was used to control the field ahead of the collector indep
dently of the extractor potential. The electric currents rea
ing each electrode as well as their respective voltages
ferred to the collector were measured, and their values ta
to a computer.

B. Measurement technique

The appearance of a qualitative change in the beha
of Taylor cone-jets when the characteristic fieldEK reaches
values of the order of 1 V/nm is readily detected by meas
ing the spray currentI as a function of liquid flow rateQ.
Increasing the electrical conductivity and decreasingQ under
atmospheric conditions, one eventually strikes a mild elec
cal discharge. This behavior will be discussed in Sec. IV
but provides a first indication that ions are released at s
stantial rates from the liquid surface. The same observa
may be made far more quantitatively under a vacuum,
seen in the rather different behavior of theI (Q) curves
shown in Fig. 4 for two formamide solutions, F03 and F1
The lowestQ values included correspond in both curves
the minimum flow rate at which a stable cone-jet forms. T
background pressure was 30 mTorr and the extractor fa
the collector directly, without the intermediate lens. The e
tractor was biased 20 V positive, relative to the earthed c
lector ~no secondary electron suppression in this case!. The
collector current decreases monotonically with the flow r
for the solution with lower conductivity, as expected fro
Eq. ~6!. The current for F14 behaves quite similarly at lar
flow rates, but goes through a previously unreported m
mum at a critical flow rateQ* 50.057 nl/s. Interestingly, the
corresponding value ofEK is 0.96 V/nm, in the expected
range for the onset of ion evaporation. It is therefore natu
to attribute the increase in total current arising atQ,Q* to
the fact that the field on the meniscus surface has reache
critical value required for ion evaporation, and this proce
becomes more intense at diminishing flow rates becauseEK

increases further. This interpretation is strengthened by
fact that the minimum in the current appears only abov
critical electrical conductivity. Indeed, below a criticalK, EK

FIG. 3. Electrode geometry within the electrospray chamber.
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would remain below the required critical field, even at t
minimum flow rate. Solution F03 exhibits this more familia
subcritical behavior in Fig. 4.

A negative current~not plotted in Fig. 4! was also mea-
sured at the extractor. Its value was26 nA for solution F02
and220 nA for solution F14~in this last case the negativ
current also increased belowQ* ). Because the needle i
raised to a positive voltage, the appearance of negative
rents indicates that electrons are emitted inside the cham
by secondary effects. Because the charge-to-mass ratio o
electrospray drops is far too small to produce secondary e
trons at impact energies of a few kV, these electrons prov
still another indication that substantial ion currents evapor
from the liquid. Our task now is to isolate the current orig
nating in the liquid surface in the form of ions from curre
carried by drops and secondary ionization processes.

First, we can be sure that the ionic current measure
not magnified by secondary ionization due to collisions
the primary ions with neutral gas molecules. This multip
cation, if present, would proceed principally in the regi
between the needle and the extractor, where the backgro
pressure is highest~the source of formamide vapors is righ
there!. We are sure that no ions impinge on the extrac
surfaces facing the needle, since no measurable electric
rent reached this electrode in any experiment with the l
charged to the same potential as the extractor. Volume
ization can also be rejected because the electric currenI n

measured in the needle did not vary when the backgro
pressure changed from 0.02 mTorr to 40 mTorr. Notice t
this includes pressures higher than the vapor pressure of
mamide, estimated to be 14 mTorr.30 This experiment was
executed with solution F14, at flow rates below and abo
Q* .

Let us now consider the zone lens collector under
conditions of Fig. 3, with a stable cone-jet atV051479 V

FIG. 4. Typical electrospray current versus liquid flow rate for solutions F
and F03. The anomalous increase in current observed below a critical
rate for F14 is attributed to the onset of ion evaporation.
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above the extractor. The extractor is kept at the same po
tial as the lens (Vl), which is varied with respect to th
grounded collector to create an electric field,Ex , between
the lens and the collector. In this situation, the current m
sured in the collector,I c , is the sum of the primary curren
~the whole spray coming from the Taylor cone reaches
collector! and the secondary current generated in this reg
~the sign of this one depends on the direction ofEx ; Ex is
positive when the lens voltage is also positive!. Figure 5
plots curves ofI c versus the differenceVl2Vc between lens
and collector voltage, for a fixed flow rate of solution F14
several background pressures, covering three orders of m
nitude. Ion-neutral collisions are highly improbable at t
lowest pressure, 0.02 mTorr, when the gas mean free pa
some 2.5 m. HoweverI c does depend onEx , especially for
positiveEx . Accordingly, in this case the secondary curre
must be due to ejection of electrons from the collector s
face by impact of the positive ions~note that a smaller
amount of positive particles could be released as well!. This
current is positive because the negative electrons are rele
from the collector and flow to the lens following the electr
field. WhenEx is negative the situation changes: now ele
trons are equally released but they return to the collec
leading to a smaller variation ofI c with Ex . The curves for
0.2 mTorr, 2 mTorr and 20 mTorr are quite similar for po
tive and moderately largeEx . The gas mean free path for th
highest pressure is 2.5 mm and several collisions will n
occur. However,I c does not change substantially and, in a
case, decreases, while the opposite would happen if vol
ionization were the source of electron emission. One t
concludes that secondary ionization originates mainly du
surface collisions at the collector.

Notice also in Fig. 5 thatI c decreases substantially
high enough pressures and negative~or small! Ex . We shall
attribute this behavior to the fact that the least massive
ticles in the spray are stopped by collisions with the ba

FIG. 5. Dependence of the stopping potential curves on background
sure and electric field in the lens collector zone.
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ground gas, and then follow the electric field lines, eith
into the lens or the collector depending on the sign ofEx .
Given the large mass disparity between ions and the sma
drops present in the spray, it is possible to fix the press
such that all ions but none of the drops are stopped, t
providing a simple means to measure the ion current in
pendently from that associated with the drops. The poss
contribution to these steps of secondary phenomena as
ated to ion-neutral collisions at 10 or 20 mTorr could ra
concerns here. Notice, however, that the probability of io
neutral collisions cannot change drastically when the fi
between extractor and collector vanishes, and such phen
ena cannot therefore account for the observed steps.

The measurement routine to infer the total current a
the ion current is as follows:

I: The total current is measured at the collector at
lowest background pressure, with a negative electric fi
between lens and collector. The lens acts here as the stan
‘‘suppressor’’ of secondary electrons. This point is illu
trated in the stopping potential curve shown in Fig. 6 f
solution F14, for a liquid flow rate of 0.061 nl/s. The curre
measured in the collector is plotted as a function of the v
age difference between needle and collector,Vn , with the
geometric configuration of Fig. 3~we keep constant the volt
age difference between needle and extractor,V05Vn2Vc

51489 V, and between needle and lens,Vn2Vl5800 V,
while the collector is grounded and the extractor potentia
varied!. When Vn is small, the particles generated in th
cone-jet do not have enough energy to reach the colle
and impact in the lens. Here, some electrons are released
reach the collector as a negative current following the el
tric field, Ex . As Vn increases, the spray reaches the coll
tor increasingly and eventuallyI c reaches an asymptote
Now the ions impact on the collector, but no electrons esc
becauseEx forces them back to the collector. At this point,I c

s-FIG. 6. Stopping potential curve for solution F14,Q50.061 nl/s. The con-
stant value of the current measured in the collector during the interval
,Vn,800 corresponds to the current emitted by the cone-jet.
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corresponds to the total current emitted by the cone-jet
confirmed by the fact that no charge reaches either the
or the extractor. AfterEx changes its sign (Vl50, or equiva-
lently, Vn5800 V), I c is no longer constant and increas
due to electron emission.

I i : The ion current is inferred from the step appearing
I c when the sign ofEx changes at a background pressure
the right range to stop all the ions but none of the drops. T
is illustrated for solution F16 in the stopping potential curv
of Fig. 7, taken at two background pressuresQ
50.031 nl/s; V051489 V: Vn2Vl51000 V). The curve
taken at 10 mTorr resolves two types of particles. One
them loses a little energy but reaches the collector simila
as under low background conditions~0.02 mTorr!. The other
is completely stopped by the background gas, and then d
through it in the direction of the electric field. It can thu
reach the collector only whenVl.Vc , as indicated by the
step atVn51000 V.

An inherent danger in the interpretation of these m
surements is associated to the fact that cone-jets often
two types of drops, generally referred to as primaries a
satellites. Since the satellites have masses consider
smaller than the main drops they would also be stopped fi
However, we can unambiguously determine the conditi
required to stop these satellites and verify that they di
drastically from those at which ions are stopped. The p
nomenon of in-flight Coulomb explosion arising in electr
sprays is known to produce drops of satellite dimension22

Their appearance can be induced or suppressed by incre
or decreasing the liquid flow rate through the cone-jet.28 Fur-
thermore, these drops are distinguishable from the m
drops because they produce a second step at conside
lower energy in the stopping potential curves. Figure 8 is
solution F07 at a background pressure of 0.02 mTorr

FIG. 7. Stopping potential curves for solution F16 (Q50.031 nl/s) taken at
background pressures of 0.02 mTorr and 10 mTorr. In the second
collisions with gas molecules stop the ionic fraction of the electrospray
allows its determination.
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shows stopping potential curves exhibiting this double s
~hence involving satellite drops! clearly ath51.5, margin-
ally at 1.13, but not at the smallest flow rate,h50.97. Figure
9 illustrates the dependence of the stopping potential cu
on the background pressure for the lowest flow rate, at wh
there are no Coulomb explosions. Figure 10 is similar to F
9, but now some daughter drops are produced in Coulo
fissions. These satellites are clearly much more massive
the ions because, even though they lose more energy tha
primary drops as a result of their collisions with the gas, th
are not stopped even at a background pressure of 25 mT

se
d

FIG. 8. Stopping potential curves for solution F07 at 0.02 mTorr of ba
ground pressure. The two-step structure observed at intermediate flow
is due to in-flight Coulomb fissions. Their suppression at the smallest fl
rate is attributed to ion evaporation from the drops.

FIG. 9. Stopping potential curves for solution F07 at different backgrou
pressures~h50.97!.
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823J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 2, 8 July 2000 Ion evaporation kinetics from electrified surfaces
In contrast, almost all the ions are stopped at some 10 m
both in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. Accordingly we will set a bac
ground pressure of 10 mTorr as a reasonable value to s
rate the ions from the drops.

IV. IONIZATION CURRENT

A. Total current from the Taylor cone

Figure 11 shows the total current~drops1ions! mea-
sured at 0.02 mTorr, as described in Sec. III B. In order
make the horizontal scale cover the same range of value
all electrical conductivities, we use the dimensionless fl

FIG. 10. Stopping potential curves for solution F07 at different backgro
pressures~h51.50!.

FIG. 11. Current versus flow rate parameter for several formamide s
tions. The most conducting ones exhibit a minimum associated to the o
of ion evaporation below a critical flow rate.
rr

a-

o
at

rate parameterh (;Q1/2) defined in Eq.~8! instead ofQ.
The various curves drawn are for formamide solutions w
increasing conductivities. The behavior is analogous to t
in Fig. 4. Bothh and the flow rate at the minimum of thes
curves increases with liquid conductivity (Q50.0417 nl/s,
Q50.0458 nl/s andQ50.0556 nl/s for F14, F16 and F22
respectively!. This is to be expected, since the electric fie
and hence the ratioK/Q should be approximately constant
the minimum.

B. Ion evaporation from drops in flight

The anomalous minimum observed in Fig. 11 for seve
I (Q) curves cannot be due to ion evaporation from drops
flight, because, in the absence of ion evaporation from
cone-jet, the spray current is fixed prior to jet breakup a
would vary monotonically withQ. Nonetheless, the field on
the drops exceeds that on the meniscus, and a certain fra
of the observed ion current will therefore originate from t
drops. A rather direct proof that charge is in fact evaporat
from droplets in flight can be derived from the suppress
of Coulomb explosions at a sufficiently highK/Q ratio, as
already observed at the lowest flow rate of F07 in Fig.
This phenomenon will be investigated further in Sec. IV D

Figure 12 plots the total and ionic currents for soluti
F16 versus the flow rate parameterh. Some of the raw stop-
ping potential curves leading to these data are shown in
13, exhibiting a dramatic shift from drop current~first step!
to ion current~second step! at diminishingh. Notice three
regions in the ion current curve in Fig. 12. It appears
asymptote to a nonzero value at large flow rates~h.2.5!,
increases moderately down to the vicinity of the minimum
the total current~2.5.h.1.2!, and finally increases far mor
rapidly belowh51.2. We shall argue that the ions produc
in the intermediate region~2.5.h.1.2! originate on the
drops, with negligible contributions from the jet. This curre
rises first rapidly at decreasing flow rates@hence increasing

d

u-
et

FIG. 12. Total and ion currents for solution F16.
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field EI in Eq. ~5!#, but its growth becomes soon muc
slower because the drops have a finite supply of charge,
can only evaporate a limited portion of it before the elect
field on their surface decays below the necessary level. E
tually, for even lower flow rates, the field becomes lar
enough for ions to evaporate directly from the menisc
This final process can dominate the picture even tho
Ejet,Edrop, because the jet is directly connected to t
power supply, and is hence free from the saturation mec
nism limiting the ion current from the drops.

This qualitative reasoning may be made quantitative
use of an explicit expression for the ion evaporation ra7

essentially based on that given by Iribarne and Thomson5

j 95
kT

h
s expF2

DGs
02GE~E!

kT G , ~18!

where j 9 is the flux of evaporating charge~C m22s21!, s
~C m22! is the surface charge density,h is Planck’s constant
DGs

0 is the activation energy for ion evaporation in the a
sence of electric field, andGE(E), already introduced in Eq
~1!, is the reduction of this activation barrier due to the fie
For the case of a spherical drop holding a total numbe
chargesz(t) and keeping a~constant! radiusR, charge con-
servation and Eq.~18! are used to obtain

dC

dt
52A

dC

d ln z
eC; ~19!

A5
kT

h
expF2

DGs
0

kT G ; ~20!

C5
GE~E!

kT
, ~21!

whereA is a constant frequency factor, andC is chosen as
the new dependent variable because it appears in the e

FIG. 13. Stopping potential curves for solution F16, at different flow ra
The ion current for each flow rate is inferred from the difference betweeI c

at 0.02 mTorr andI c at 10 mTorr.
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nent and dominates the picture once it has reached a ce
critical value. WhenGE(E) is given by Eq.~1!,

dC

d ln z
5C/2. ~22!

This expression is adequate for relatively large drops of
uids with high dielectric constant.7 In any case,dC/d ln z is
a slowly varying function ofC which may be taken as con
stant at the scale of the rapid variation of theeC term. What-
ever the specific dependencedC/d ln z5L(C), Eq.~19! may
be reduced to a quadrature, and then integrated asymp
cally in powers of the large parameter 1/C0 .31 For the spe-
cial case of Eq.~1!, we find with errors of order 1/C0 :

ey215
At

2
C0 exp@C0#, ~23!

whereC0 is the initial value of the exponent~at t50) and its
final value isC02y:

y~ t !5C02C~ t !. ~24!

Also with relative errors of order 1/C0 the fraction of the
drop charge lost as ions is:

z02z

z0
5

Dz

z
5

2y

C0
, ~25!

which is directly measurable as the fraction of the init
drop charge evaporated as ions:

Dz

z
5

ion current from drop

total drop current
. ~26!

Equation~23! is therefore verifiable, sincey5C0Dz/(2z) is
known experimentally from the measured currents, andC0

depends only on the electric field on the drop surface, wh
is Emax, as given in Eq.~17! in terms of the measurable rati
Q/I :

C05
e3/2

22/3~pe0!1/2kT

~gI !1/6

Q1/6e0
1/3. ~27!

Equation~23! shows thaty depends exponentially onC0 at
small y(2y;AtC0 exp@C0#), so that:

Dz/z5At exp@C0#; y!1. ~28!

Figure 14~a! representsDz/z @as defined in Eq.~26!# versus
exp@C0# for the points corresponding in Fig. 12 to the fo
largest flow rates. One sees indeed the initial linear beha
predicted by Eq.~28!, which slows down considerably whe
y ceases to be small. Indeed, at larger values ofC0 wheny
@1, both sides of Eq.~23! are dominated by their respectiv
exponential terms, so thaty increases approximately only a
a power ofC0 . The initial slope of 1.03310225 fixes the
groupAt, and hence the activation energy ift is known. We
estimate an available time of 1 ns~Sec. IV D!, leading to
DGs

051.70 eV. An error of one decade int leads only to an
error of kT ln 10;0.057 eV inDGs

0. It is pointless to refine
this estimate given the comparable ambiguity in the norm
izing current, since only a small fraction~from a few percent
to some 10%! of the total current is initially associated t
drops near the Rayleigh limit.

.
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FIG. 14. Various representations of the ion evaporation current of Fig
for solution F16.~a!: plot of Dz/z vs exp@C0# @Eqs.~26!, ~27!# for the four
larger flow rates. Initially, the ion yield is linear with exp@C0#. ~b!: plot of
(ey21) vsC0 exp@C0# @Eqs.~23!, ~24!# for intermediate flow rates. The ion
evaporation from the drops saturates.~c!: plot of log@ey21# vs
log@C exp(C0)# for all flow rates in Fig. 12. Ions evaporate directly from th
liquid meniscus for the three lowest flow rates.
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An unexpected feature of Fig. 14~a! is that it extrapolates
at small exp@C0# to a finite rather than a null ion curren
This trend was already obvious in the finite ion current se
in Fig. 12 at large flow rates. The behavior is qualitative
the same for all the solutions studied, with a residual
current which increases with electrical conductivity.32 The
most reasonable explanation for this phenomenon is th
small fraction of the liquid surface must exhibit curvatur
and fields larger than those determined for the main drop
possible location of such high curvatures is the polar reg
of the initially sausage-shaped detaching drop previously
scribed. Another is the surface of small satellite drops g
erally produced together with the main drops at the
breakup~or in Coulomb explosions!. The diameters of thes
satellites may be several times smaller than the m
drops.22,33 de Juan34 has analyzed superficially their charg
which is also a fair fraction of the Rayleigh limit. Hence, th
electric fields on these satellites must be considerably la
than those for the main drops. However, because they
n

n

a

A
n
e-
-
t

in
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ly

carry a small fraction of the spray current, they can on
produce an even smaller current of ions. It is therefore na
ral that this contribution would have essentially reached
saturation value when the main drops begin to evapo
ions. Our data analysis will hence subtract a constant va
to the quantityDz/z, determined by a linear extrapolatio
such as the one which fixes that shift at@Dz/z#050.0443 in
Fig. 14~a!.

In order to capture the behavior at larger values
exp@C0#, at whichy is no longer small and the ion curren
begins to saturate, we represent it in Fig. 14~b! for solution
F16 in the form (ey21) vs C0 exp@C0#, where the residua
current@Dz/z#050.0443 has now been subtracted. The fi
ure contains only some of the lower points, since their val
grow exponentially and cannot be represented in a lin
plot. This representation gives also a closely linear fit, wh
slope yieldsAt/251.62310226. The corresponding value o
A is 3.1 times smaller than the one obtained in Fig. 14~a!, but
this difference leads to a negligible variation of the activati
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TABLE III. Typical parameters governing ion evaporation from drops.

Solution Ata @Dz/z#0 Atb C0 min C0 max DGs
0a DGs

0b

F22 1.03E226 0.111 8.77E227 52.3 64.7 1.75 1.75
F16 1.03E225 0.044 3.24E226 50.1 71.3 1.70 1.70
F14 7.99E225 0.033 1.21E225 48.1 63.9 1.65 1.69
F07 4.78E222 0.026 5.48E222 43.7 50.9 1.50 1.50

aFrom linear fit at smally.
bFrom ey21 vs C0 exp@C0# curve.
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energy. Hence, both the smally as well as the largey regions
of these data yield the expected behavior.

Figure 14~c! is a log–log version of Fig. 14~b!, now
representing the full set of ionization currents. A linear b
fit gives a slope smaller than unity, contrary to what wou
be expected. This could be interpreted as due to the fact
the exponent should not beC0 , but w1/2C0 . w would then
be the square of the slope obtained. This interpretation wo
indicate that the assumption ofw51 for the drops is too high
with a real value perhaps as small as 0.8. However, a v
of w smaller than one appears as unphysical because a
uniform field should lead to a maximum value larger than
mean. We note also that the linear fit found in Fig. 14~b!
gives an equally satisfactory representation of the data
Fig. 14~c!, while forcing its slope to be unity. The differ
ences in slope found between these two fits may henc
physically irrelevant, perhaps due merely to the excess
weight assigned in log–log variables to the smallest val
of y, which are very sensitive to the choice of@Dz/z#0 . In
any case, these two graphs give us assurance that the c
of w51 implicit in Eq. ~17! for the drops cannot be too fa
off.

The last three data points in Fig. 14~c! depart clearly
from the general earlier linear trend, corresponding to con
tions for which the total spray current approaches the m
mum in Fig. 12 and goes beyond it. The excess curren
clearly due to ion evaporation from the meniscus, and will
analyzed in Sec. IV C.

A similar data analysis for solutions F22, F14 and F
yields an analogous behavior, with the main fitting para
eters being collected in Table III. The behavior of F22
shown in Figs. 15~a!–15~c!. The residual current@Dz/z#0

increases with solution conductivity, ranging from 1 nA f
F02 to 40 nA for F22, with no significant dependence on
flow rate. Even though the changes in the various freque
factors are vast, the corresponding variations in the act
tion energies from one solution to the other are modest,
cept perhaps in the case of the least conducting one.
slightly anomalous behavior of F07 is likely associated to
small corresponding values ofC0 ~Table III!. Consequently,
it is possible that the residual current attributed to satell
drops may not yet be saturated in the case of F07, so
much of the change of ionization rate withQ would not be
due to the main drops, as assumed.

The activation energy found for a formamide-vacuu
interface,DGs

051.7 eV, is considerably smaller than the a
cepted value 2.2–2.4 eV for the evaporation of Na1 from the
interface between water and its vapor.35
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C. Ion evaporation directly from the meniscus

The excess ion current observed in Figs. 14~c! and 15~c!
over that originating in the drops is clearly due to ion evap
ration from the meniscus. These two sources of ions may
separated by assuming that those coming from the dr
would fall on the extrapolated straight line fit in the figur
the balance being assigned to ion evaporation from the
niscus. Notice that theCo values for the last three points i
Figs. 14~c! and 15~c! are incorrect, since the electric field E
~17! must be based on the total spray current minus the
rent of ions evaporated from the meniscus. This correct
has been incorporated into the data of Fig. 16, where we
drop current versus flow rate in dimensionless variables
several formamide solutions. Only the ion current emitt
from the jet is subtracted from the full spray current, sin
that originating in the drops is part of the jet current.

In Fig. 17 we plot raw data of ion currents from th
meniscus versus the electric field variablesEI and EK de-
fined in Eqs.~5a!, ~5b!. All six curves exhibit a sharp rise in
ion yield above similar characteristic electric fieldsEI

;1.5 V/nm, EK;1 V/nm. Using the lower bound Eq.~11!
for wK , the threshold electric field for ion evaporation fro
the meniscus would exceed 1.2 V/nm. Comparable val
have been inferred at atmospheric pressure for tetrabutyl
monium ions in water, (E;1.0 V/nm),34 and tetraheptyl am-
monium ions in formamide (E;1.17 V/nm).36 It would be
difficult to explain the qualitative features observed in F
17 by a mechanism other than ion evaporation.

A more quantitative comparison between theory and
data of Fig. 17 has been attempted by integrating Eq.~18!
over the meniscus surface while approximating the surf
charge density ase0E5wse0Es . Here subscripts refers to
the scaling laws based either on the electrical conducti
(S5K) or the jet current (S5I ). Computing the surface
integral requires knowledge of the geometry and the dis
bution of E. Lacking this information, we have taken th
integral to be given by the value of the integrand particul
ized at the point of maximumE times an effective emission
area, which we take to be equal toRs

2 times a constantd of
order unity.

I i5dwse0EsRs
2 kT

h
expF2

DGs
02~e3wsEs/4pe0!1/2

kT G .
~29!

Defining a functionC for the exponent similarly as in Eq
~22!,
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FIG. 15. Graphs for solution F22 showing the same ion evaporation st
already described in Figs. 14~a!–14~c!.
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C j5
~e3Es/4pe0!1/2

kT
, ~30!

we use the fact thatEsRs
254gQ/I to show that the pre-

exponential factor in the right hand side of Eq.~29! is pro-
portional toC j

26. Hence, a plot of ln@IiCj
26# vs C j should

give a straight line whose slope and intersection with
vertical axis determine the constantsws andDGs

0 ~except for
the unknown valued!. These plots yield indeed reasonab
straight lines, but the associated regression analysis ha
much scatter to provide reliable values for eitherw or DGs

0.
For instance, puttingd51 and basing the regression onEI ,
we findw I51.58 andDGs

052.00 eV. Using insteadEK leads
to wK51.39, DGs

051.56 eV. Individual fits of each forma
mide solution yieldwK52.62 andDGs

052.08 eV for F22,
wK51.46 andDGs

051.62 eV for F16, andwK52.20 and
DGs

051.94 eV for F14. These wide variations ofw andDGs
0

are almost surely associated to the fact that we can de
ions from the meniscus only when their current becom
e

too

ct
s

comparable to the total spray current. Under these co
tions, the meniscus field cannot be expected to be given v
accurately by eitherEK or EI , since the corresponding sca
ing laws have been obtained outside the ion evaporation
gime. Therefore, the rules giving the field in terms of t
control variablesK, I and Q can be trusted only near th
threshold fields in Fig. 17.

D. Ion evaporation and suppression of Coulomb
explosions

We have seen in Fig. 8 that the Coulomb fissions pres
at the two larger flow rates disappear at the smallest fl
shown. This suppression of the second step is due to the
that the drops reach the critical field necessary for evapo
ing the excess charge faster than it takes to undergo a C
lomb fission. The same phenomenon is illustrated in F
18~a!–18~c! through the stopping potential curves of sol
tions F02, F07 and F14 taken at 0.02 mTorr. Since elec
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spray drops above the Rayleigh limit are unstable, giv
pairsQ2I or Q2K, the necessary condition for the occu
rence of a fission is

Dd.2~36ge0!1/3S Q

I D 2/5

;2S 36e0

F2~e! D
1/3S Q

K D 1/3

. ~31!

The evaporation of charge imposes a second constrain
the diameter of an exploding drop: The electric field asso
ated to its Rayleigh limit must be smaller thanE* , the criti-
cal value for the onset of charge evaporation. Otherwise,
short time required for evaporating enough charge to
crease the electric field belowE* will avoid the fission pro-
cess. Therefore, for a fixed pair (Q,K), droplets undergoing
Coulomb explosions must be within the range

2S 36e0

F2~e! D
1/3S Q

K D 1/3

,Dd,
6E* e0

g~e! S 1

g D 1/2S Q

K D 1/2

. ~32!

We see that for small enough values of the ratioQ/K, the
upper bound is smaller than the lower one. Ions would th
evaporate from the drop surface, and no range of radii wo
exist for which the drops could undergo Coulomb exp
sions. This is actually what is found in Figs. 18~a!–18~c!.
Due to the high electrical conductivity of F14~c!, its sprays
are produced with low values ofQ/K ~note that the onset o
ion evaporation from the cone-jet itself is detected for
lowest flow rates, Fig. 11!, and no Coulomb explosions ar
observed in the stopping potential curves. The opposit
seen for the sprays of F02~a!. Because the values ofQ/K are
now higher, the largest drops of the sprays explode along
whole range of stability of this solution. Finally, the stoppin
potential curves of the solution with an intermediate elec
cal conductivity, F07~b!, present the most interesting fe
ture: at the lowest flow rate the Coulomb explosions
suppressed or, in other words, at this point the value ofQ/K
is such that the left and right hand sides in Eq.~32! coincide.

Notice that, forK>1.4 S/m, the ions which evapora
from the drops do so in the earliest stage of their flight. T

FIG. 16. Current associated with droplets for several formamide soluti
n
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is evident from the steepness of the stopping poten
curves, which show that ions and drops originate at the sa
voltage, which must be the potential at the jet tip. Liqu
evaporation from the drops is therefore negligible in the
experiments, as expected from their short times of flight.

The disappearance of Coulomb explosions at the m
mum flow rate of F07, Fig. 18~b!, can be used to estimat
DGs

0 independently. At this precise point every drop whi
is initially charged slightly above the Rayleigh limit, has a
electric field high enough to field evaporate this charge
fore the occurrence of the fission. The rate is large eno
for the assumptionC@1 to be adequate in Eq.~23!, leading
to

At52C0
21 exp@2C0#. ~33!

The continuous disappearance of Coulomb explosions as
flow rate is decreased clearly indicates that at the minim
flow rate, all the droplets are charged, at most, at the R
leigh limit. Therefore,C0 must be computed at the Rayleig
limit for a drop with volumetric charge equal toI m /Qm ,
where the subscriptm stands for the minimum values.

C5
1

kT S e3Em

4pe0
D 1/2

, ~34!

Em5S I m

Qm

4g

3e0
2D 1/3

. ~35!

Let us now estimate the time in Eq.~33! available for ion
evaporation.t must be comparable to the characteristic tim
tR required for a Coulomb explosion. Two characteris
times might appear depending on whether inertial,tRr , or
viscous forces,tRm , control the fission process

tRr;S R3r

g D 1/2

, ~36!

s.FIG. 17. Ion current evaporated directly from the liquid meniscus ver
characteristic electric fieldsEI @Eq. ~5a!# and EK @Eq. ~5b!# for solutions
F14, F16 and F22. The onset is atEK;1 V/nm.
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tRm;
Rm

g
. ~37!

FIG. 18. Disappearance of Coulomb explosions~second step! at decreasing
flow rate and increasing electrical conductivity for solutions F02~a!, F07~b!
and F14~c!.
A third possible estimate fort is computed from the equatio
of motion of a drop which evaporates its excess charge w
traveling some tens of volts,DV, in the potential field~we
have pointed out above that the evaporation of charge f
drops in flight must occur very close to the point of form
tion of the drop!. Taylor’s solution,V;(gx/e0)1/2, is used
for the potential field to rendertT

tT;0.86
e0

g S m

2qD 1/2

DV3/2. ~38!

m andq stand for the mass and charge of the drop. The cu
for the minimum flow rate in Fig. 18~b! has been associate
with the values 124 nA and 0.064 nl/s forI m and Qm , re-
spectively. These numbers yieldC551.9 andR517.0 nm.
The electric field has a value of 1.24 V/nm. If this thresho
field for ion evaporation from the drops is taken to coinci
with that for ion evaporation from the meniscus (EK

;1 V/nm), this would fix the geometrical constantw as
wK51.24. Interestingly, this value is only slightly larger tha
the lower bound 1.19 obtained in Eq.~11!. The estimates for
the three ion evaporation times aretRr;0.30 ns, tRm

;1.1 ns andtT;2.2 ns~we have assumed a potential drop
100 V to computetT). The similarity between the three es
timates is noteworthy. Using the mean valuetRm in ~33!
yields DGs

051.65 eV.

E. Evaporation of I À anions

We have investigated the evaporation of I2 ions in nega-
tive mode from the same formamide solutions discussed
lier under positive mode, using the same experimental se
except for the inversion of polarities for all the electrod
within the electrospray chamber. Figure 19 plots the abso

FIG. 19. Magnitude of spray and ion current versus flow rate for solut
F14 in positive and negative modes. No significant effect of polarity
observed.
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value of the total and ionic currents versus liquid flow ra
for solution F14, run at positive and negative modes.
significant difference is noticeable between the character
values of the electric field required to evaporate these
ions. This is congruent with the known fact that the Gib
free energy of solvation of alkali and halogen ions have si
lar values.35 This is to be expected for the case of small io
dissolved in liquids of high dielectric constant. In this ca
molecules of the solvent tend to surround the ion, formin
shell which minimizes the effect of the particular ionic cor
But the I2 and Na1 ions have different physical propertie
also, which reveal themselves in changes of the stopp
potential curves. Figure 20 plots four curves obtained w
solution F07 at fixed liquid flow rate, in positive as well a
negative mode. The familiar change in background press
is used to resolve the ionic and drop fractions of the curr
transported by the spray. Although both types of curves
nearly identical in the range of stopping potentials where
drops are collected, some differences appear in the abs
location between 500 V and 1000 V. These differences
most evident for the data measured at 10 mTorr. Na1 ions
~positive mode! are more easily stopped than I2 ions ~nega-
tive mode!, reflecting the considerably large range of t
heavier ion. This behavior was observed equally in exp
ments with F14. An interesting corollary is that these io
must have been desolvated by collisions with the ba
ground, since both of them evaporated originally as solva
clusters, with essentially the same mass and cross sec
This ion source is hence able to deliver substantial curre
of bare halogen ions.

F. Ion evaporation at atmospheric conditions

It is reasonable to expect that the ion evaporation reg
will also occur at atmospheric pressure. We have elec

FIG. 20. Stopping potential curves for solution F07 at 0.02 mTorr and
mTorr. The electrosprays are run in positive and negative mode, res
tively. Lighter Na1 is more easily stopped than I2.
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sprayed the same formamide solutions in different ba
ground gases~dry air, CO2 and ambient air! at one bar, in
order to test this possibility. We observed that, for the m
conducting solutions and close to the minimum flow rate
localized electrical discharge developed in the apex of
cone-jet. For a solution of given electrical conductivity, t
exact flow rate at which the discharge was produced w
found to depend on the nature of the surrounding gas, an
the voltage difference between the spraying needle and
electrode facing it, in such a way that reproducible resu
were difficult to obtain. We relate the appearance of d
charges, attained well below the breakdown voltage of
background gas, to the evaporation of a substantial ionic
rent from the jet surface. These ions, produced under ele
fields of 1 V/nm, gain a kinetic energy of several tens of e
before their first molecular collision~the mean free path o
ambient air at standard conditions is 66 nm!, which is appar-
ently enough to start and sustain a localized discharge.
ure 21 plots the dimensionless current versus the dimens
less flow rate for several formamide solutions when
cone-jet is surrounded by dry ambient air at one bar and
needle faces the collector directly. One sees a vertical
placement of the curves for increasing conductivities, as
ready observed in the vacuum experiments. Although
points of onset of discharges have not been indicated bec
of their poor reproducibility, we observed that they occur
flow rates lower than those at which ions evaporate from
cone-jet itself under vacuum conditions. Thus, backgrou
gas molecules tend to increase the characteristic electric
required for the onset of ion evaporation. This would expla
part of the differences between the values ofDGs

0 measured
in this work and those reported by Tang and Kebarle.35 Part
of the difference must be due also to the different solve
used~formamide and water!.

0
c-
FIG. 21. Spray current versus dimensionless flow rate for several solut
under atmospheric conditions. The onset of electric gas discharges m
impossible the study of the ion evaporation regime of the cone-jet.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

A regime where ion evaporation occurs at substan
rates from Taylor cones in vacuum has been identified
formamide seeded with NaI at concentrations in the rang
1 M. Ion currents have been separated from those assoc
with nanometer drops by a combination of stopping poten
techniques and preferential deceleration of the ions b
background gas. Three ionization regions are observed a
characteristicK/Q ratio increases. A small initial ion curren
is attributed to the existence of a few highly curved are
associated probably with the region of jet break-up and/o
small satellite drops. At higherK/Q values ionization pro-
ceeds mostly from the main drops, and at still higherK/Q it
is dominated by ion evaporation from the meniscus its
Only in this last stage does the total spray current incre
above its usual value. This leads to a minimum in theI (Q)
relation at a characteristic flow rateQ5Q* , with a rapid
growth of the total and ionic currents forQ,Q* . These
three types of ionization regimes follow a different behavi
and may be separated from each other. The problem of m
suring the rate of ionization has therefore been solved s
factorily.

The problem of controlling the value of the electric fie
E on the liquid surface leading to the measured ion curre
has been approached via available scaling laws for the
ometry and charge density of the Taylor cone-jet and
drops. The ratio betweenE and the characteristic fieldsEK

and EI @given in Eqs.~5a!, ~5b! in terms of measurable
physical quantities# is a numberw of order one whose precis
value is unknowna priori. This ambiguity seems to be sma
for the case of drops, for whichw has been provisionally
taken to be unity, as if ion emitting drops were spheri
through most of the ion evaporation stage. The data for
evaporation from drops are consistent with this hypothe
perhaps with an error inw of up to 20%. The activation
energy for ion evaporation in the small-field and sma
curvature limit is found consistently by several independ
techniques based on ion evaporation from the drops to
1.760.1 eV, though the error bar must be taken as pro
sional. This is considerably smaller than the accepted va
2.2–2.4 eV for the evaporation of Na1 from water in the
presence of its vapor.

The ion evaporation current from the meniscus sets i
a criticalEK near 1 V/nm. According to the lower bound E
~11!, the associated meniscus field exceeds 1.2 V/nm. Th
closely consistent with the value 1.24 V/nm measured in
pendently for this same system from the critical condition
which Coulomb explosions are suppressed. Unfortunat
except near this threshold, ion currents from the meniscus
probably too large for the scaling laws for the field to ho
precluding a reliable independent inference ofw or DGs

0.
In spite of our inexact knowledge of the value ofE, all

of the measurements made support strongly the ion evap
tion model of Iribarne and Thomson, with an activatio
barrier for ion evaporation equal to (1.760.1) eV
2(e3E/4pe0)1/2.
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